EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF LOAD-BEARING CAPACITY AND DEFLECTIONS OF FULL-SCALE GLUED LAMINATED TIMBER BEAMS

S. Shekhorkina, K. Shliakhov, A. Sopilniak. The experimental investigation of load-bearing capacity and deflections of full-scale glued laminated timber beams. With the transition to the design of timber structures in accordance with European standards, problems arise in assessment of the load-bearing capacity of glued timber structures that are caused by insufficient amount of data about the physical, mechanical and deformation properties of glued timber, which is produced in Ukraine. The aim of the work was to determine the load bearing capacity in bending and deflection of a glued timber beam under the action of a concentrated load in the middle of the span. Two glued laminated timber beams were used in the experiment. Both beams were made using lumen from pine wood and a moisture-curing one-component polyurethane adhesive Kleiberit PUR 510 FiberBond. The beams have the dimensions of the cross-section: width of 120 mm, height of 180 mm. The length of the beams was 9880 mm. Each beam consisted of 9 layers of 20 mm thick lamellas glued together. Considering the absence of the data on the strength class of the beam material, the theoretical load bearing capacity and deflection were determined according to the characteristics of the GL24h class (minimum strength class), and amounted to 722 kgf and 19.1 cm, respectively. As a result of the tests, the failure load and the deflection of the beams were determined, and the dependences of the deflection on the load were obtained. The actual deflection of the beams determined was 251 mm and 275 mm, which is 1.31 and 1.44 times higher than the predicted deflection. Accordingly, the failure load determined experimentally is 1.96 and 2.03 times higher than the theoretical value. The actual deflections of the beams determined experimentally are 1.31 and 1.44 times higher than the predicted values. Accordingly, the failure load determined experimentally is 1.96 and 2.03 times higher than the theoretical value.
Introduction

Structural glued wood is an engineering product that consists of two or more layers of sorted wood (lamellae) glued together lengthwise (along the fibers) [1]. Wood of almost all breeds can be used as lamellae for production of glued wood. In Ukraine it is most often pine wood [2, 3]. The main advantage of glued beams in relation to solid wood is the ability to obtain a product with predictable properties by sorting and cutting defects from lumber. Due to its high physical and mechanical properties, glued wood is used both for standard structures (for example, beams or columns) and for long-span flat or spatial structures. Glulam has a number of advantages over solid wood. These are higher strength and rigidity, dimensional stability, a variety of cross-sectional shapes and contours of the structure [3, 4, 5]. The wood is suitable for bioprocessing and recycling. Energy costs for the production of glued wood are much lower than for traditional concrete and steel [6]. Thus, glued wood is a promising structural material.

In Ukraine, glued wooden structures are well known and are used both in low-rise private construction and in the construction of public buildings and structures. Bent structures with various curvature are also made from glued wood. However, with the transition to design according to European standards [1] there are problems in assessing the load-bearing capacity of glued wooden structures. The problems are related to non-compliance by domestic manufacturers with the requirements for sorting lumber by quality and strength, insufficient data on the physical, mechanical and deformation properties of glued beams manufactured in Ukraine.

Analysis of publications and problem statement

Many domestic and foreign scientists have been engaged in experimental research of glued wood. The authors [7] conducted experimental studies and presented the results of tests of dry glued wood made of first grade pine and modified glued wood. In [8] the results of research of bearing capacity and fire resistance of wooden beams reinforced with external tape reinforcement are given. By comparison with the test results of non-reinforced beams, it is shown that the use of reinforcement can almost double the load-bearing capacity. The article [9] presents the methodology and results of the study of wooden board beams reinforced with metal and non-metal reinforcement. The authors [10] investigate the nature of deformation and strength of glued beams, and compare the results of tests of beams made of solid beams. The number of lamellae, types of adhesive materials and the presence of reinforcement of seams between layers of wood varied in the tested samples. In [11], the authors present the methodology and results of studies of glued wooden beams with a known location of defects (knots) on the bend in order to assess their impact on the mechanism of destruction, formation and development of cracks.

However, most tests of glued wood are performed on laboratory samples of limited length, while no less interesting is the work of natural structural elements under load.

Purpose: to determine the load-bearing capacity of the glued wooden beam under the action of a concentrated load in the middle of the span. To achieve this goal, the following tasks were solved: determination of theoretical load-bearing capacity, development of installation and test scheme for glued wooden beams; comparative analysis of theoretical and experimental bearing capacity and deflection.

Materials and methods of research

Two glued wooden beams made of pine wood and moisture-curing 1-component polyurethane adhesive Kleiberit PUR 510 FiberBond were used for the study.

Dimensions of the cross section of the beam: width 120 mm, height 180 mm. Beam length 9880 mm. Each beam consisted of 9 layers, glued together slats (boards) 20 mm thick. The wood of the slats is pine. Humidity of wood is 8...10 %.

To determine the predicted destructive load, the calculation of the theoretical load-bearing capacity of the glued beam, as well as the theoretical deflection in accordance with the requirements [1]. As the manufacturer did not provide information on the strength class and physical and mechanical characteristics of glued wood, the calculation was performed on the assumption that the glued wood corresponds to class GL24h, the strength and elasticity characteristics of which are given in Table 1.
Characteristics of glued wood class GL24h for determining the theoretical load-bearing capacity [1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the characteristic</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Numerical value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bending strength, MPa</td>
<td>$f_{m,g,k}$</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The modulus of elasticity, MPa</td>
<td>$E_{0,g,mean}$</td>
<td>11500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The beam is a single-span articulated structure, which is subjected to a concentrated load. The design scheme of the beam is shown in Fig. 1. The test scheme is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 1. Calculation scheme of the beam](image1)

![Fig. 2. Beam test scheme](image2)

Maximum bending moment in dangerous section:

$$M = \frac{FL}{4},$$

where $F$ is the concentrated load;

$L$ – estimated span, m.

Equating the normal stresses in the dangerous cross section of the beam to the bending strength of glued wood, the theoretical destructive load on the beam can be determined:

$$F_{teor} = 4k_h f_{m,g,k} W / l,$$

where $k_h$ – dimensional coefficient (for elements with a cross-sectional height less than 600 mm $k_h=1.1$);

$W$ is the moment of resistance of the cross section of the beam.

Estimated beam deflection for the adopted load scheme:

$$f_{teor} = F_{teor} l^3 / (48 E_{0,g,mean} l),$$

where $l$ – the moment of inertia of the cross section of the beam.

The theoretical destructive load on the beam is $F_{teor}=722$ kgf, the estimated deflection of the beam $f_{teor}=19.1$ cm.

The test of glued wooden beams for bending was performed in accordance with the requirements [12]. The beam was fastened at both ends on hinged supports with the help of steel cables. The concentrated load on the beam was transferred in the middle of the span through the traverse by a hydraulic press. The stability of the beam from the plane of bending during loading was provided by a traverse mounted on the beam perpendicular to its longitudinal axis and freely sliding along the vertical racks parallel to the load line. During the tests, a hydraulic jack DG-50 was used, which provides a load of up to 50 tons. Oil was injected into the system manually using an oil station. Displacement measurements were performed with a tape measure using a STÉNLEY laser horizon, measurement accuracy ±1 mm.

The loading of the beam was carried out in three ranges smoothly within each to the destruction of the sample. Displacement readings were taken every two units of pressure on a manometer scale, which is approximately 200 kgf load, which corresponds to ≈10% of the accepted value of the theoretical destructive load.

During the tests, the following indicators were recorded: the amount of load; the amount of displacement of each support and the point of application of the load (middle support); load and deflection at the time of failure. The primary signs of destruction of structures were also recorded: characteristic cracking, appearance of cracks, peeling of lamellae and others. The general view of the beam in the process of testing is shown in Fig. 3.
Research results
The destruction of the beams took place in the stretched zone at the site of maximum bending moment. At a load of approximately 1000…1100 kgf in both cases, the lamellae began to peel off, which was accompanied by a characteristic crack and the appearance of cracks. The peculiarity of the beam № 1 was the localization in the stretched zone of several “plugs”, which in the manufacture of the beam replaced wood defects (dead knots). As a result, the destruction of the first beam began with the peeling of wooden “plugs”. A further increase in load caused the rupture of the wood fibers of the slats that lay below. The destruction of the beam № 2 began with the stratification of the upper lamella along the annual layers of wood in the joint zone along the length of the lamellae of the most stretched layer. The final failure occurred as a result of the rupture of the stretched wood fibers and the stratification of the lamellae closer to the place of application of the concentrated load, where the maximum bending moment acted. The nature of the destruction of the tested beams is shown in Fig. 4.

The destructive load and the amount of deflection of the beams are given in Table 2. Comparative characteristics of deflection and destructive load of beams, determined theoretically and experimentally, are given in Table 3. According to the obtained data, graphs of the dependence of deflection on load were constructed for both tested samples, which also show the point of failure by theoretical calculation (Fig. 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>Destructive load, kgf</th>
<th>Deflection at the time of failure, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam № 1</td>
<td>1469</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam № 2</td>
<td>1413</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Beam in the process of testing

Fig. 4. The nature of the destruction of the tested beams №1 (a) and №2 (b)
Table 3

Comparative characteristics of deflection and destructive load of beams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test series</th>
<th>Deflection, mm</th>
<th>Strength Coefficient</th>
<th>Destructive load, kgf</th>
<th>Strength Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor.</td>
<td>fact.</td>
<td>theor.</td>
<td>fact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam №1</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam №2</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>722</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from the obtained data, the actual deflection of the beams is 251 mm and 275 mm, which is 1.31 and 1.44 times higher than the predicted values of deflection. Accordingly, the destructive load determined experimentally is 1.96 and 2.03 times higher than theoretically determined. The properties of both samples turned out to be quite similar, but the beam № 2 showed less resistance to bending load than the beam № 1, which manifested itself in greater deflection and less destructive loading force. Graphs of dependence of deflection on load have insignificant deviations from the rectilinear law.

The beginning of the destruction was caused by a certain concentration of wood defects near the place of action of the maximum bending moment, but the nature of the destruction was different. If the beam № 1 began to collapse at the location of several plugs in the most stretched lamella, the weakest point of the beam № 2 was the joint of the lamellae in the second layer and the large angle of the annual layers in the upper lamella (Fig. 4b). Given the above, to increase the bending strength of glued wood beams, it is recommended to avoid the presence of wood defects and joints of the slats in the most stretched layers near the place of maximum bending moment.

Conclusions

A series of tests of load-bearing capacity for bending and deflection under the action of concentrated load in the middle of the span of full-size wooden glued beams made of pine wood lumber and polyurethane glue Clauberite PUR 510 FiberBond. The sizes of beams are 120×180×9880 mm (b×h×l).

Based on the characteristics of strength and elasticity for glued wood of the minimum class GL24h, the theoretical load-bearing capacity and deflection of the tested beams are determined. According to the results of the experiment, the actual destructive load was established, which is 1.96 and 2.03 times higher than theoretically determined. The experimentally determined deflection of the beams is 1.31 and 1.44 times higher than the theoretical values.
During the tests the peculiarities of deformation and the nature of beam fracture were investigated. The determining factor is the presence of wood defects and joints of the slats along the length in the most stressed layers. Taking into account the obtained data, manufacturing recommendations aimed at increasing the bending strength of glued wood beams are given.
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